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No change in National's immigration
policy even if we partner with
NZ First in future: Bridges
National Party’s leader, and
the Leader of the Opposition,
Simon Bridges sat with this
newspaper last month, and
talked about a range of issues.
Below is the text of the
complete interview. Readers
can watch the video on our
website and social media
channels. (transcribed by
Stevie Tiori)

Everyone talks about
immigration bringing the
3C’s of culture, cuisine and
celebrations to New
Zealand. But do you think
immigration also has some
economic benefit to the
country?
Bridges: Immigration is
definitely economically
beneficial for New Zealand. It
makes us a stronger, more
vibrant country because of the
other three C’s. But it also
economically incredibly
important.
If you look at New Zealand
over the last few years,
outside of the global financial
crisis and the earthquakes, we
needed skilled people, we
didn’t have enough in New
Zealand.
By the end of the John Key Bill
English government, we were
creating 10,000 new jobs a
year, and today even though
the economies come off a little
bit, the truth is we have full
employment, low
unemployment in so many
areas; ICT, horticulture,
construction, you name it.
So we need migration coming
in. It is good, makes our
economy grow, and therefore
our country stronger.

If immigration is so
important for the economy,
can we say that the

lowering business
confidence is a direct result
of government’s lack of
clarity on immigration
policy?
Bridges: I think plummeting
business confidence, and in
fact consumer confidence as
well is because of a couple of
things, one is bad low growth
policies, another is very much
the uncertainty created by all
the working groups, and a lack
of direction by the
government.
In terms of those policies
there are many that are bad
and I think take New Zealand
backwards.
One of them is definitely
immigration policy
incoherence.
During the elections last year,
it was very clear that National
was for immigration and more
open settings because of the
reasons you say, the three C’s
but also the economic benefits
that come from it.
The other parties - Labour,
Greens, New Zealand First
were for dramatically reducing
immigration. What it fact has
happened now is much less
clear, and I think it would be a
brave person who would try
and tell us what the
government immigration
policy at the moment is.
But that means businesses
find it harder to grow, they
don't know what to do, and
individuals can’t plan with any
certainty around what they do.

Let’s get sector-specific a
bit now. About industries
like international private
education, which have been
huge dollar earners for New
Zealand. Are these sectors
getting affected?
Bridges: I feel very strongly

that international private
education has been good for
New Zealand. Yes there’s
always some issues and things
you can improve.
What is also true though that
it is has been a several billion
dollar sector for New Zealand.
One of the problems with this
government is that, and I
think they need to think about
solving is, it’s easy to say “we
won’t do oil and gas, we won’t
do mining, we’re not sure
about dairy farming any more,
we’re not sure about private
education”.
This is easy, what is hard is to
find the things to replace
them to keep the economy
growing. So that New
Zealanders have good incomes
and lifestyles here.
Rather than what we are
seeing now, when Kiwis are
moving to Australia again.
We need all these sectors to
grow so that we have a strong
vibrant economy providing
great opportunities to people
here in New Zealand rather
than in Australia or Asia.
See one of our long term
problems is Kiwis leaving and
in fact in big numbers. I’m 41
and it was only four or five
years of my life that I have
seen more Kiwis and Aussies
coming here than leaving.
We closed that up during the
last few years of our
government, with a strong
economy, and creating 10,000
jobs a month.
But now, as Statistics New
Zealand told us, two and a
half thousand net have left for
Australia.
I want to lead a government
that brings people back, from
Asia and other parts of the
world. Kiwis want to come
back but they need good jobs,

with good wages,
lower taxes so they
can afford to live
here and have the
life they have been
having in Australia or
Hong Kong, or
Britain.

You acknowledge
the benefits of
immigration. So does
Labour. But they say, it’s a
coalition government,
which they have with New
Zealand First. So what will
National’s immigration
policy be like, if you form a
coalition government with
New Zealand First in
future?
Bridges: You are right.
Because the reality is, our
system is MMP and this
means compromise and
agreements. But there’s a big
difference between us and
Labour, us and the Green
Party, and us and the New
Zealand First.
We are the only big party that
has said we want to keep
immigration going, and that
we believe in open settings.
We know that means stronger
economy, better vibrancy,
higher standard of living for
New Zealanders.
They disagree with that. So
for labour it was an easy
issue. Because they want to
see the numbers go that way.
It isn't true for us and we
would make sure in coalition
arrangements we were
leading from the front.
Actually if we have a partner
who is five, six, seven percent
of the vote that means they
get five six seven percent of
the say.
Not what you have now, where
President Peter's gets the veto

on all of these things. That’s
not the way to do it. So I'm
saying to you is, actually we’ll
stay pro immigration, we're
not going to change on that.
We think it’s important. It's
required for the economic
strength and vibrancy of New
Zealand.
And we will make sure that
any party we join will have the
power of its numbers, and it's
not the tail wagging the dog,
which is the case now.

Coming to your colleague
Nikki Kaye’s second
language learning bill,
which is being appreciated
widely within the
multicultural communities.
But the question is why
didn’t you do it when you
were in the government for
nine years? And will you do
it when you come in the
government next?
Bridges: No ifs, no buts. We
will do this.
We will ensure there is money
for schools around New
Zealand, so that people get a
second language for their
children.
This is important because we
know for children to learn
another languages - whether it
is Hindi or mandarin or Te Reo
- helps in brain development,
as well as develop cultural and
economic competencies.

- continued on page 3
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Fiji Language Week was held from Sunday, October 7, to Saturday, October 13, 2018

Embrace the new normal -
Diversity and Inclusion in
the workplace panel

- at New Zealand Aged Care

Conference, 1 1 -13 September 2018

Our workforce is changing rapidly - it is more diverse
and representative of a range of cultures, and this is
particularly the case amongst caregivers and nurses.
This panel discussed how the aged care sector can
engage and work productively with migrants and
enhance relationships with all employees, while
delivering quality care for residents.
The panel consisted of practitioners and experts from
within and beyond the aged care industry to share their
insights, expertise and tips to inspire Aotearoa’s diverse
workforce. They discussed some of the biggest
challenges faced in working with migrants e.g. values
and expectations, and importantly to really understand
some of the issues that arise between migrant staff and
Kiwi staff and how this can be dealt with. They
considered how a culturally diverse workforce is
received by the aged care residents and shared some
examples of how migrant staff do wonderful and valued
work.
I spoke about the hetereogenity among the migrant
population of aged care workers and the critical
importance of appropriate cultural competencies at
work for ensuring a welcoming and caring
organisational culture. I stressed the importance of the
changing demography of New Zealand’s work force and
brought a strategic focus to the discussion based on her
research and publications on migrants at work in New
Zealand. This was the only plenary panel at the
Conference and there was a large audience of over two
hundred individuals.

- Edwina Pio, New Zealand's first Professor ofDiversity
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Communities across New
Zealand are asking about
your position on parent
category resident visa.
Because you stopped it
when you were in
government. You must have
heard it yourselves a
number of times during
your travels. What’s
National position on this?
Will you open it if you come
to power in 2020?
Bridges: I understand there is
no easy answer to this issue. It
is complicated.
I think the truth is, you know,
there will never be a perfect
fit between us wanting strong
contributing immigrants with
ICT skills and many other
areas, and of course, the
natural desire for those
immigrants wherever they
come from to have their family
close to them. But knowing of
course that if you are talking
about an older immigrant,
there will be real cost involved
in that.
I don't have the perfect
answer to what that balance
should be. I understand the
need for some compassion,
but also some hard
headedness on this on this
issue. There will always be
that tricky balance that any
government won't get right

from every new immigrants
perspective. We will continue
to look and think it through.
But I must be honest with you,
I don't know the details of the
policy, and you're right it's
definitely something that has
raised a lot from valued
members of our immigrant
communities.

Are you thinking of having
a ministry of ethnic
communities, instead of an
office, which we have now?
It might bring more focus
to issues multicultural
communities face in New
Zealand, and people across
the board want it.
Bridges: We will be open to
that.
But I don’t think this in itself
is the main issue. When I talk
to immigrants from around the
world, but certainly from
Asian countries, they want to
see a strong economy, with
good settings, lower tax, that
allows them to get ahead and
do well, and National is the
party for that.
The one that I hear a lot is the
concern around law and order.
And National is the party that
believes in being tough on
crime. If we have to make a
choice between more
criminals in prison rather than

more victims on the street,
our choice is clear.
So what I'm saying is there
are several big issues that are
important to our migrant
community. National will
stand up for them, whether it
is through a specific minister
and office, or whether it’s
something short of that, it's
worth thinking through.

You talked about crime.
What’s National plan to
tackle aggravated
robberies happening in our
dairies so often, which are
largely owned by the
migrant community?
Bridges: More police is an
important part of it, as
without the police you won't
catch the criminals who are
doing the robberies. So having
more police is important.
But what I know right now,
under this government, they
have a plan to reduce the
sentences, the parole in the
prison. and what is the point
of having more police then. If
they going to do it - like take a
fish out of the sea, catch it
and then release it. That will
mean more victims. So
National is fighting hard to
ensure we keep the three
strikes laws. So for the most
serious offenders, we don't

soften up the sentences.
Otherwise it will mean there is
no deterrence for people who
are considering the robberies.
If you do the crime, you do the
time. If you are talking
robbery aggravated. That’s
serious, intimidating, even if
there's no actual violence.
That person should go to jail.
We won't soften up in the
laws, and make sure there are
fewer victims.

The exploitation of migrant
workers has become a
major issue in the last few
years. Will National make it
[exploitation of migrant
workers] a criminal offence
to introduce some
deterrence in such cases?
Bridges: It’s an interesting
point you make. I was once
under National, the Minister,
we called it then Workplace
Relations, now it is called
Health and Safety.
I am proud that I started that
increase in the resourcing of
the labour inspectors. This
was to make sure, we were
catching the secret
underground exploitation of
migrant workers. Because as
you say, people who were once
migrants themselves and are
now established New Zealand
business people, are the ones

doing that.
What you say is an interesting
idea, but I would challenge
you a bit on it.
Because I think in truth if you
were talking about migrant
exploitation at the most
serious levels, there are
already criminal penalties,
and the ability in those most
serious cases to see them go
to jail. I’m always open to look
at whether we have the right
criminal offences and
penalties to match the crimes.
because I think you're right.
For serious repeat offenders,
who are continuously
exploiting migrant workers,
and it cannot be, just like I
said before, the fish that go
away, tag and and release, it
will need to be taken more
seriously. Now if you were
talking at the serious levels of
what some would call slavery
or serious labour law
infractions, there will be
criminal penalties warranting
jail at the current time. They
may not be used sufficiently
enough right now.
But as I said, I would be open
in the most serious cases,
were there are not sufficient
penalties to look at that.

- the Simon Bridges interview continued from page 1

Advertorial

- providing advice on Visitor Visa,

Work Visa, Resident Visa and IPT

appeals

Always seek professional immigration advice,

Always seek a licensed immigration advisor

I have been an immigration advisor
for over four years now [got my
license in 2014]. Before that, I had
been an English Language teacher
in India for 18 years, and a
Community Development Facilitator
with the Auckland Council for eight
years. And after serving many
clients most diligently, and honestly
over this time, one of the most
common questions I have faced is
“what are the things to note when
we seek immigration advice”.

Here’s my two cents:

• The Immigration Advisers
Authority keeps an online register
for licensed immigration advisers at
www.iaa.govt.nz. Use it to search for
a licensed immigration adviser, and
view his of her license history.

• Do remember, a licensed
immigration adviser must set fees
that are fair and reasonable in the
circumstances. Since the advisers
vary in expertise, the fees they
charge and the level of service they
offer.

• Stay away from anyone who
refuses to put their name on your
visa application, claims to have
personal contacts at INZ, asks you
to sign a visa application before it
has been filled.

• Also make sure, you haven’t
breached any of the visa conditions.

• Always seek advice from a
licensed immigration advisor. It also

helps if the advisor is a member of
NZAMI – New Zealand Association
for Migration and Investment, which
is a professional body recognised as
the chosen collaborative partner
with Immigration NZ.

Do remember, success comes only
through genuine efforts and
sincerity of the purpose.

- Nimi Bedi
Licensed Immigration Advisor,
7 Drumconnell Drive,
Flat Bush, Auckland

Nimi's motto

I am an experienced community

educator and community

development practitioner, who

has successfully demonstrated

positivity and empathy while

dealing with clients over the

years. I believe in 'service with a

smile' and always give utmost

importance to relationship

management with all my clients.

My specialist areas include

capacity building of diverse

communities, preserving cultural

and traditional values to manage

diversity, raising awareness

among migrants on various topics

and building relationships with

government and non-government

agencies though networking.
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The 69th Anniversary of the People’s Republic of China celebration
function was organised by the Auckland Chinese Community Centre
on September 30, and was attended by who's who of the Chinese
community in Auckland. Also, present were several MPs, ministers,
local councillors, and Chinese Consul-General in Auckland, along with
visiting members of the People's Liberation Army.

The Waitakere Ethnic Board (WEB) & West Auckland NewComers Network
held its usual once a month New Out West meeting with Waitemata Police
Detective Senior Sergeant Kelly Farrant presenting the new initiative that
are been rolled out in West Auckland. The new approach will provide the
opportunity to prevent Family Harm. To address the causes that can spark
family violence. The Police will be working with Iwi/Maori at the governance
,management and operational levels to reduce family harm. Also they will be
working with government and non-government partners contributing to the
model in different ways as agreed locally.
(below) The WEB along with Multicultural New Zealand held an intercultural
awareness workshop in Henderson in late August. Specialist tutors from The
Centre of Applied Cross Cultural Research, based at Victoria University in
Wellington came up for the day to deliver this interactive course.

Advertorial
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Two interest groups India New Zealand Business Council (INZBC) and New Zealand India Trade Alliance -
NZITA, hosted a delegation of Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce & Industry (FICCI) in New
Zealand, led by AirAsia's General Manager Suresh Nair. Former President of NASSCOM Som Mittal, Sid
Pandey of Successive Software, and representatives from Chitkara University, were present as well, among
others. The events were - NZITA's 'Reimagining Indian New Zealand' relationship event titled Global Trade
and Economic Challenges for New Zealand and India, held on September 24 in Auckland; and INZBC's
Summit 2018 - Aviation, Tourism and Technology, held in the same city on September 28.
Delegates after delegates, including Jo Pennycuick of the Redesign Group, which has done some wonderful
work across airports in India, and Mark Johnston of WelTec, which has lots of students coming from India
to study, stressed on the importance of NZ-India trade, and for it to improve. Politicians across the board,
including the Minister for Ethnic Communities Jenny Salesa MP, Parliamentary Under-Secretary for
Foreign Affairs Fletcher Tabuteau MP, and Leader of the Opposition and National Party leader Simon
Bridges expressed similar sentiments, and added their voices to the growing need for a direct flight
between the two countries.
The task of highlighting the positives was undertaken by India's High Commissioner to New Zealand
Sanjeev Kohli, who while acknowledging the constraints of geography and no free trade agreement
between the two countries, noted how NZ-India trade in services is actually increasing, with both the
countries poised to collaborate in technology more and more.
Som Mittal added to this by giving the example of STAAH - founded by Gavin Jeddo in his Kiwi-basement
just over ten years ago. The company, which provides technology solutions for hospitality distribution,
direct bookings and digital marketing services globally, has a fifth of its client base in India now, Mittal
informed.

The Diwali season kicked off with Auckland
Indian Retailers Association's multicultural
Diwali celebrations in Papatoetoe, Auckland,
held on October 6. The city's mayor Phil
Goff addressing the gathering here, hailing
the city's diversity.
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What can a JP do for you?

A Justice of the Peace, or
simply a ‘JP’, can help
members of the community
with several things, including:
1 . Certifying copies (as true

copies).
2 . Statutory declarations

needed for several
applications such as Visitor
sponsorship application,
Kiwisaver withdrawal
application, Citizenship
application, Rates rebate
application etc.
3. Taking oaths,

declarations, affidavits or
affirmations to be used in
courts.
4. Witnessing signatures on

documents.
These functions are called
‘ministerial duties or
functions’.

What are JP’s fees?
Unlike in some other
countries, in New Zealand, JPs
provide their services
absolutely free of charge.
Also, JPs do not receive any
remuneration from the
government.
It is important to note that JP’s
services are free irrespective
of:
• The residence /

citizenship status of their
clients.
• The volume of work they

may do for a member of the
community.
JPs cannot request or accept
any gift, in cash or kind.

How to find a JP?
The best way to find a JP is by
using the website
www.jpfed.org.nz . This
website is managed by The
Royal Federation of Justices of
the Peace, and provides help
in finding a JP:
• Living near you.
• Can communicate in your

language.
This website also guides the
user on how to contact the JP
– by phone, cell-phone, email
etc.
Yellow Pages also provide a
list of JPs both in their on-line
and printed versions.
However, of late the

information on Yellow Pages
has been found to be outdated
or unreliable, which often
causes frustration to those
trying to find a JP and get an
appointment.
A search using Google may or
may not give you the most
accurate and updated
information.
The most reliable source of
information is
www.jpfed.org.nz

Where does a JP perform
his / her work?
JPs attend to the community
at:
• Their place of residence

or work.
• JP ‘service desks’ which

are held at public places such
as a library or shopping mall
on specific days at some
locations in New Zealand.
These service desks are
becoming increasingly
popular.
In exception circumstances, a
JP can visit client’s place of
residence.

Do I need an appointment
to see a JP?
Yes, it is essential to first
contact a JP and seek an
appointment. JPs often also
use this first contact to guide
the client about ‘do and
don’ts’, what to bring, etc.
On the other hand, no
appointment is needed if you
are visiting a ‘JP Service desk’.
But there may be waiting time
if JPs are attending to other
clients at the service desk.

Does a JP need to
understand the language of
the document he or she is
certifying as a ‘true copy’?
No, this is not necessary. JPs
are not expected to read or
understand the contents of the
document being presented.
JPs simply need to compare
the presented document
(copy) with the original, and –
if satisfied – certify the
presented document as the
‘true copy’.

How does a JP certify

copies if my original is in
an electronic format?
It is absolutely acceptable for
the original to be in electronic
format; for example – an
attachment to an e-mail, an
on-line bank statement, an
invoice from a service
provider, or a text message on
a cell-phone. In such cases,
you will need to show the JP
the ‘original’ document using
your cell-phone or computer.
It is important to note that a
‘screenshot’ is not an original.
JPs will need to see the actual
e-mail (for example – details of
sender, receiver, date etc.) or
the website.

How are JPs appointed?
JPs are appointed through a
very robust process, which
includes:
• Nomination by community

organisations.
• Personal interview with

the local Member of
Parliament.
• Police verification and

check.
• Detailed personal

interview with Ministry of
Justice (District Court official)
and local JP association.
• On-line written test.

The oath which is
administered to JPs at their
appointment includes the
words, “I will do right to all
manner of people…..without
fear or favour, affection of ill-
will”.
JPs are bound by strict public
code of ethics and conduct.

For how long are JPs
appointed?
JPs are appointed for life.
However, JPs may retire due to
age, health or other reasons if
they are unable to perform
their duties.

How do JPs keep
themselves updated and
trained?
After appointment, JPs attend
regular training courses and
seminars organised by the
local JP association.
JPs also receive a ‘quarterly’,
which includes ‘JP education

pages’.
Since 2017, an ‘Accreditation’
programme has been put in
place to ensure JPs deliver
consistent high quality service
to the community.

What does ‘Accredited’
appearing against the
name of JP on
www.jpfed.org.nz mean?
‘Accredited’ means
“successfully completing a
nationally recognised
programme of ongoing
education”.
This is similar to a ‘warrant of
fitness’ for your vehicle. In
simple terms, it means that
the JP has attended regular
training and passed an on-line
assessment. At present, the
accreditation period is 3
years.

What is the difference
between a Notary and a JP?
A notary is a trained lawyer,
and can provide legal advice.
A notary may charge for his /
her services.
A JP is not a lawyer (lawyers,
medical practitioners and
police officers cannot become
JPs). JPs provide their services
for free. JPs cannot provide
legal advice.

What other functions can
JPs perform?
In addition to the most
common ‘ministerial duties’,
JPs can perform other
functions such as:
• Witnessing counting of

votes at local and
parliamentary elections.
• Issuing search warrants

used by Police and other law
enforcement agencies.
• Acting as a judge in family

courts, traffic courts etc.
• Helping district courts

with ‘bail bond process’.
• Being a ‘nominated

witness’ for police interview of
child / young person and
mental health patients.
Some of these duties are
‘judicial duties’ and need
special / specific training.

What are the things JPs

cannot do?
There are a few things JPs
cannot do. These include:
• Witnessing a will.
• Certifying copies of

documents to be submitted for
an ‘apostille certificate’.
• Documents sometimes

needed by overseas countries,
which need the document to
be ‘notarised’.
• Any tasks for members of

their own family.

How can I help my JP?
You can help your JP by being
mindful that JPs serve the
community in their own time.
You can help by:
• Being punctual for your

appointment. If you cannot
make the appointment, please
inform your JP well in
advance.
• Having originals and

copies well arranged, to save
time.
• Having ‘electronic

originals’ ready for showing to
the JP when requested.
• Not offering cash or any

gift as a reward.
Tip: This check-list may be
useful before visiting a JP.

Some stories from here and
there:
A. A German client said that

JP services in Germany are
chargeable.
B. A Kiwi once reported

that the wait time to see a JP
in London was ~6 weeks. He
sent the documents by courier
to New Zealand to have them
attended by a JP here.
C. A client whose passport

was ‘washed out’ on the day of
the travel overseas went to a
JP and completed a
declaration. The airlines as
well as the border control
authorities accepted the
declaration – together with
the ‘washed out’ passport and
allowed the journey to
proceed.

- contributed by Shirish Paranjape, JP and a Friend of

Multicultural Times based in Christchurch

Email: Shirishparanjape1@gmail.com

- courtesy Tenancy Services
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The team of Multicultural Labour Canterbury Branch with the PM last
week. In the recently held meeting of the branch, it was discussed that the
aim of this branch is to bring all diverse communities under one roof so
that all communities can work closely with current government presenting
their ideas and needs. Narendra Singh, President of the branch said, "This
branch is part of Labour party and the structure is to have one
representative from each community and three sub-committees for
women, youth and senior citizens." Some branch members will participate
in Labour Party's annual conference in November and all ideas and
suggestions from branch members will be presented there.

Canterbury Turban Day organised in Christchurch on September 15

The Telugu Association of South Island (TASI) held a Spring Get-together
sponsored by Corrianders and Spice Bazaar on Saturday, 15th September 2018
in honour of teacher’s day and the recent badminton tournament. Teachers and
lecturers in the community were honoured by Shirish Paranjape, CCC ward
member on stage and asked to speak a few words on what learning, and
teaching meant to them. The teachers included Pavithra Maduram Ravi who is
the currently the Artistic Director of ZEALANDIA ACADEMY OF INDIAN ARTS
(ZAIA), Venkat Garu who is a Senior Lecturer in Quality and Operations
Management in the College of Business and Law at University of Canterbury,
Uma Varma currently teaches Bharatanatyam and Carnatic music at her
academy Revathi Performing Arts and Sundeep Daggubati is an academic staff
member at Ara Institute of Canterbury in Quantity Surveying and Construction
Management in the Department of Engineering and Architectural Studies. TASI
organised a badminton tournament in coordination with the Telugu Badminton
Club of Canterbury on Sunday 9th September 2018. The winners of this
tournament Girish Neelapu and Sundeep Daggubati were presented with
trophies by the honoured teachers at this Spring Get-together. There were a
few fun activities held, including a quiz which brought all the attendees
together. One of the highlights from this quiz involved linking the answers to
regions in the Telugu States and asking members from the audience who
belonged to those specific regions to introduce themselves, as a way of
becoming familiar with each other. A few cultural performances were given and
later refreshments were had as attendees mingled and talked amongst
themselves. - by TASI

The 27th National Macedonia Day Celebrations 8th September 2018 held at the
CCC Halswell Te Hapua Centre.
Although Macedonia is a young 27 year old country, when it became
independent 8th September 1991 , after the break -up of former Yugoslavia, it's
roots run deep in history with evidence of European settlement as far back as
7,000 years BC. Macedonia has expanded and contracted over that time, and
was a unified country under Phillip of Macedon and expanded to Persia and
India by his son Alexander the Great. After Alexander's death in 330BC
Macedonia became a province of Rome, followed by being under the Christian
Byzantine, Muslim Ottoman and Turkish Empires over the last 2,000 years.
Macedonia was freed temporarily as a complete country at the Illinden Uprising
2 August 1903. Unfortunately once freed Serbia, Bulgaria and Greece, being the
closest neighbours and an integral part of Macedonian history, disputed about
who Macedonia belonged to. Therefore in 1912-13 a weakened Macedonia did
not have much of a say, when the Super Powers of Europe stepped in and
divided Macedonia into three parts. Pirin Macedonia went to Bulgaria, Aegean
Macedonia went to Greece and the Central part went on to become part of
Former Yugoslavia under President Tito. Macedonia never agreed to this
division. Now in the present day, Macedonia is an independent Sovereign
Nation recognising the equality of Macedonians and ethnic minorities in the
country including Macedonians in Pirin and Aegean Macedonia as well as all
of its' citizens around the world. We had an enjoyable afternoon sharing
food music and dance. - by Irinka Britnell, Secretary, Macedonian Culture
Group

For the first time, the Canterbury Tamil Society and Dunedin Tamil Society
came together for a friendly T20 cricket game and social gathering in
Timaru, which is halfway between Dunedin and Christchurch, on
September 23rd 2018. In addition to being able to play and view some
great cricket, this also presented a wonderful opportunity for the two
Tamil communities to get-together, make connections and build
friendships. This will pave the way for future collaborations between the
two communities. It was a potluck/picnic event. - by Lux Selvanesan,
President, Dunedin Tamil Society
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61st Malaysia National Day celebrated in Christchurch
Dear fellow Kiwis

Selamat Sejahtera from the Canterbury Malaysia Society
Inc. (CMSI)

2018 is the year of ‘Gotong-Royong’ in Malaysia. This
year we worked together with the Canterbury Malaysia
Students’ Association, Lincoln University Malaysia
Students’ Association and Anak Malaysia New Zealand to
celebrate the 61st Malaysia National Day on September
22, at Christchurch’s Ferrymead Heritage Park.

It was a very successful event with Malaysian High
Commissioner Nur Izzah Wong Mee Choo attending with
her husband Khamarularifin Ab, along with Christchurch
City Mayor Lianne Dalziel. For the first time, we invited
the RSA who once served in Malaysia in the 1950s &
1960s, and they shared their stories with us, making the
event even more special.

Fantastic weather, yummy nasi lemak, tram ride and
lovely fellowship sums up this beautiful Merdeka
celebration with a difference ~ a family day at
Ferrymead Heritage Park!

Sam Yau, CMSI’s President noted, “Malaysians in New
Zealand still build relationships through cultural unity,
which is heartening.”

While Ray King, a veteran RSA said, “Memories that we
had in Malaysia will always stay with us.”

Malaysian High

Commissioner

Mee Choo

Malaysian businesess in Christchurch wish Malaysia a Happy 61st Independence Day

High Commission of Malaysia hosted flag raising
ceremony in conjunction with 61st National Day and
Malaysia Day 2018

On 8 September 2018, the High Commission of Malaysia in Wellington hosted a Flag

Raising Ceremony to celebrate the 61st National Day and Malaysia Day 2018.

The National Day of Malaysia falls annually on 31 August to commemorate the

country’s independence from the British colonial rule in 1957; while the Malaysia Day

is held annually on 16 September to mark the formation of Malaysian federation

following the joining together of Malaya, Sabah and Sarawak.

Attended by around 180 people comprising members of the New Zealand Malayan

Veterans Association, Malaysian community and students, and members of the High

Commission of Malaysia and their families, the event began with the singing of

Malaysia’s national anthem, “Negaraku” (My Country) in the compound of the High

Commission and continued with the recitation of “Rukun Negara” (National Principles)

and remarks by Her Excellency Nur Izzah Wong Mee Choo, High Commissioner of

Malaysia to New Zealand.

In her remarks, the High Commissioner highlighted Malaysia’s current political and

economic progress; the completion of Te Auraki (The Return) operation and

commended the New Zealand Malayan Veterans for their service in Malaysia.

--
The High Commission of Malaysia in Wellington, in collaboration with the New

Zealand Malaysian Society (NZMS), then co-hosted a dinner and cultural night on 16

September 2018 in celebration of the 61st National Day and Malaysia Day 2018.

Taking place at The Pines in Wellington, the dinner was attended by 160 guests

comprising Members of Parliament, government officials, diplomatic corps,

representatives from local institutions and business sector, Malaysian community and

members of the High Commission.

The dinner was presided over by the welcoming remarks from Mr. JC Chin, President

of NZMS and followed by the New Zealand and Malaysia’s national anthem. During

the remarks by Her Excellency Nur Izzah Wong Mee Choo, High Commissioner of

Malaysia to New Zealand, she highlighted on Malaysia’s current progress and

emphasised on the strong bond that both Malaysia and New Zealand share. She

concluded her remarks with a toast to the health of Queen Elizabeth II and the people

of New Zealand and was reciprocated with a toast by Mr. Michael Swain, Chief of

Protocol of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade who represented the government

of New Zealand.
- by Malaysian High Commission



Sally Huapaya and Dr. Corin
Storkey talk to Multicultural
Times’ Katherine Tomaylla
about Andean Maca, their
business and how it helps
promote the union of New
Zealand and Peru.

Tell us about your career
path. How did you get your
start? How and why did you
open Seleno Health?
I am an Industrial Engineer
with 13 years working
experience in a financial
institution in Peru. Corin has a
PhD in medicinal chemistry
with 15 years of academic and
research experience. We met
in Peru and after living
together we inspired each
other to leave our corporate
jobs to peruse our own social
enterprise with the focus of
giving back to the society and
making a difference in the
world.
Centripetal to our vision was a
unique Peruvian plant called
Maca that had touched us in
different ways. I grew up
consuming Maca as a child,
learning from my mother and
grandmother the importance
of Maca and its links to my
culture. Maca is a symbol of
my roots as Peruvian and
Incan ancestor; it is my
connection to Pachamama
(mother earth).
I shared Maca with Corin
during his recovery from
chronic fatigue. For him Maca
was a big part of his
rebuilding and became part of
his life and ongoing good
health. As a scientist he
wanted to learn more about
the biochemical secrets
behind its benefits. So
together we established
Seleno Health as a blend of
our experiences and strengths
to forge a way for us to help
others.

What’s the vision of Seleno
Health?
Seleno Health is our way of
bringing Maca into NZ and
share its unique properties
with Kiwis in need, but with a
different business model to

the prevailing ones. A model
that focuses on preserving the
culture and history of Maca
and connecting consumers
directly to the farmer,
community and spirit of the
plant. Our model is also about
educating kiwis how to
consume Maca, how to use it
to treat different conditions
based on tradition and
scientific substantiation of
traditional claims. Our vision
is all about sustainability.
Sustainability of the history of
Maca, the farming, the story,
the culture, the science and
the health benefits.

Can you tell us the origin
and key benefits of Maca?
Maca (Lepidium meyenii) is an
annual herbaceous plant of
the Brassicaceae family, native
to the central Peruvian Andes.
It grows within the range of
3500 – 4500m where the
conditions provide little
competition within the soil
from other plants. The
cultivation of Maca dates back
to the days of the Pre-
Columbian Inca who would
refer to the plant as the ‘food
of the gods’ due to its
medicinal properties
associated energy, vitality,
virility, hormone balance, and
fertility. It is also a Peruvian
natural remedy to combat
stress and fatigue.
The story told to us by a local
shaman and historian from
Junin is that the Inca were in
search of gold in the
mountains of San Blas (near
Junin) when they came across
a cave (the cradle of
Pachamachay) and discovered
a mummified body with
possessions including the
seeds of Maca. They
cultivated the seeds into the
resulting plants and so began
a 2000 year history of Maca
that would play a vital role
within their evolution and
culture. These traditions have
been largely kept throughout
history and even today the
harvest of Maca is celebrated
through a month-long festival
to give thanks to Pachamama

for delivering the fertile root
from the earth.
In Peru raw Maca is always
consumed cooked as it is high
in starch, bacteria and a toxin
producing mould. It is
traditionally boiled in teas,
soups or stews as a food
source and a medicinal.
Scientific studies have shown
that cooking raw Maca
enhances its medicinal
properties We do not export
raw Maca powder due to the
risk of it being consumed raw.
Our Maca powder is
gelatinised (pressure cooking
– does not contain gelatin,
100% vegan friendly) to
improve absorption, creating
an easy to drink, nutrient rich
powder. Gelatinising simulates
traditional Incan preparation
methods. It is ready to eat,
easy to digest and is 2x more
potent than our raw powder.
Gelatinised Maca is light
brown in colour and has a
rich, malt caramel aroma and
flavour.

How people can prevent
chronic fatigue?
Chronic fatigue is a complex
chronic inflammatory
condition that affects different
people in different ways. New
research has shown definitive
links to imbalances in the
micro-biome of the gut,
increased gut permeability,
immune dysfunction,
disruption of the energy
production pathways and
dysregulation of the HPA
(hypothalamus-pituitary-
adrenal) axis. In essence
chronic stress causes
malfunctions to many parts of
our nervous system, leading to
a full body burnout and
collapse. Reversing this
problem and managing it
involves a holistic, multi-
faceted approach that starts
from the gut, through
nutritional therapy, focuses on
lifestyle changes, builds the
body’s natural defence
mechanisms through the
glutathione system and finally
seeks to stabilise the HPA axis
via the use of medicinal HPA

regulators
like maca
and
techniques
like NLP
and
mindfulness
. It is all
about balancing the levels of
stress in our life, the correct
exercise at the correct time
and ensuring that what we are
putting in our gut is
‘medicine’ and not poison.
Unfortunately the face paced
western lifestyle of poor diet,
high stress, toxins and
chemical stressors leaves us
more susceptible to these
types of chronic conditions.
Focusing on balance,
nutrition, healthy food,
lifestyle and a closer mind-
body connection in my mind is
key to preventing chronic
fatigue.

How do you promote the
union between New
Zealand and Peru?
As part of our mission we
want to educate New
Zealanders about the
incredible culture behind Peru
and Peruvian Maca. We run
workshops all around the
country during which we
share the story of our
community in Peru. It is about
connecting Kiwis directly to
our farm in Peru and sharing
my culture and history with
them. We also invite Kiwi
volunteers to Peru who can in
turn share new Zealand
culture with Peruvians. In July
our recent group of volunteers
engaged in a day of cultural
exchange in which they
shared aspects of their culture
with our community in Peru
from the history of New
Zealand to traditions such as
performing a haka. Both
countries have rich and
unique cultures with many
similarities and also many
differences, it’s about sharing
the best of each with each
other to learn and open minds
to cultural ideologies.

What community projects

are you working on now?
Right now we have several
initiatives in place with our
community. Approximately 10
percent of our profit per bag
of Maca goes into a fund to
help our community. This year
we purchased books, school
supplies and equipment for
the children of the school from
our farming community in
Peru. We are helping them set
up a centre of cultural
preservation that focuses on
maintaining their traditions
and culture. This includes
learning about the
significance of Maca and also
continuing to produce
indigenous textiles and fabrics
that we are looking at selling
non-profit to generate more
income through trade instead
of just aid. We also are
supporting several
marginalized families by
supplying the children with
equipment, uniforms, clothing
for school and food packages.
What is the commitment of
Seleno Health with the Latin
culture in New Zealand?
Our commitment is to act as
ambassadors for the best of
what Peru has to offer. To
share the incredible story of
my Incan ancestors, their
culture and traditions. To
educate kiwis about Peru and
bridge cultural divides.
Through sharing our culture
and educating consumers
about the realities for
communities and farmers in
Peru we can help change the
way in which superfoods are
currently sourced and help the
people of my homeland. We
are working towards a
sustainable partnership
between New Zealand and
Peru in which everyone
involved benefits.

You can find Seleno Health at
www.selenohealth.com
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The enterprising idea of Sally and Corin,
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How did you become an
entrepreneur? Can you tell
us a bit about yourself?
Since I was a kid, I always
wanted to do something
awesome, bigger than just
myself. I always felt the
necessity of helping others and
make them smile, trying to find
a way to make their day better
and add some positive vibes to
their lives. I guess that's how
everything started, with a
feeling, because sometimes
that's all it takes, just a feeling
to know you're on the right
direction, the right path.

What is anAalfajor? And a
Dulce de leche?
An Alfajor is a soft biscuit-dulce
de leche sandwich coated in a
chocolate couverture. What is
dulce de leche? It is the
traditional South American
caramel used for generations to
create legendary recipes.

How did you get your start?
How and why did you open
Gozate NZ?
Well, everything started because
I truly love these biscuits. Since
I was a kid I used to eat them
every day, for breakfast, tea and
sometimes even dinner. When I
came to New Zealand my first
biggest surprise and problem
was that there were no
Alfajores. How is this possible?
They don't love them here or
what? And I wasn't the only
Latino with this problem. Many
other Latinos had the same
issue, and they all used to talk
about it. Everyone was very
disappointed and sad because a
part of our culture was missing
in this new and amazing land.
That's why after a few years
living here I couldn't stand any
more without my precious

Alfajores and I had to do
something about it. So a group
of us friends started working
together, doing a lot of research
and trying to find a way to start
making these biscuits in New
Zealand. Gozate NZ is a result
of that.
Now, we feel our mission is to
share some happiness, show
everyone a little more of our
Latino culture and share some
love through this amazing and
yummy biscuit. It is not just
about eating a biscuit with
South American caramel. What
we're offering here is a whole
new experience for those who
haven't tried them yet and
haven't been to South America
as well. It's a chance for them to
know what we eat and how we
feel when this sweet classic
treat is in our hands ready to be
eaten. For those ones who have
tried them before in South
America, well, we don't need to
describe it for them, they' ll
know what we are taking about.

What would you say are the
key elements for starting and
running a successful
business?
I'd say passion is the key point.
You can do anything in life, but
if you're not passionate, are you
really being yourself? Are you
enjoying the process? Are you
loving the impact you are
causing on someone else s life
because your passion and
dedication? I think more than
the money and recognition you
can get out of a successful
business, the most important
thing is the feelings you create
in people, the good vibes you
can produce In them, the
happiness you can bring into
this world because your hard
work and dedication. And that's

what is all about, making this
world a better place, putting the
best of ourselves to try to help
others to enjoy themselves.

How you promote the
collaboration between New
Zealand and Uruguay by your
product?
To keep the real South
American taste we are working
together with Barkers in
Geraldine. They import the
dulce de leche directly from
Uruguay and deliver it to
Continental, our manufacturer
in Rangiora. That's why there's
a Uruguayan Flag in our Logo,
to let everyone knows this is a
South American product made
here in New Zealand.

What is the commitment of
Gozate NZ to promote the
Latin culture in New
Zealand?
Part of the Gozate team are
Latinos and the other part are
Kiwis. But us, as Latinos, we
love our culture and our
traditions. We are here, on the
other side of the world, away
from our people, from our land,
looking for something greater
than just ourselves and that
includes making sure everyone
gets to know our amazing and
loving culture, full of joy and
fun, full of happiness.
But we would also like to thank
all our Kiwi friends who have
helped us along the way, to
develop and manufacture this
awesome product, full of love
and good vibes. This include
Food South at Lincoln
University, Continental Catering
Rangiora, Formula Foods,
CopyPrint, Barkers and Bakels.

You can find Gozate NZ at
www.gozatenz.com .
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- by Santiago de los Reyes (comes from Uruguay)
Manages La Trattoria, 1 13 Ponsonby Road,
Auckland

What you need:
350grs dates
240ml or water
2 cups of oats
1 cup of flour
3/4 cup of brown sugar
1 /2 teaspoon of baking soda
1 /4 teaspoon of salt
1 spoon of vanilla essence
1 /2 teaspoon of cinnamon
200grs of vegetable butter unsalted

Mix the dry ingredients in a food processor and
process not too much so the mix looks rough.
Add the butter and mix.

In a pan put the dates with 240ml of water and
boil in low heat until the water is gone (10 min
approxima)
Then add a spoon of vanilla essence and process a
bit.
In a tray of 20x25cm with baking paper, make a
thin lay of the oats then on top a lay of the dates
and on top another lay of the oats.

Bake for 35min at 180°C.

In conversation with Franco de Tomas,

an Uruguayan entrepreneur and CEO

of Gozate NZ - Here he is talking to

Multicultural Times’ Katherine Tomaylla.
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Rocoto New Zealand - organic

rocoto chillies from Peru

Carolina Noble, entrepreneur, talks
to Multicultural Times’ Katherine
Tomaylla about her business and
Peruvian traditions.

How did you become an
entrepreneur? Can you tell us a
bit about yourself?
Well I started this chillies adventure
like a hobby because I love spicy
food. Not extremely spice of course,
just spice enough to be able to enjoy
my food. But it was very difficult for
me to find a good savoury, acidic,
fresh explosion of flavours in one
chilli sauce bottle. So I start making
my own. For years and year I’ve been
making it for my family and friends.
One day my husband’s - who is a Kiwi
- best friend told me to start selling it
because it was just the right heat for
the Kiwi taste. This is how everything
started.

How did you get your idea for
Rocoto?
Well I struggled to find any Peruvian
chillies in NZ but one day I went to
Avondale Market and I found Rocotos
from Peru. I was so happy to discover
it. So I ask the market people. But
couldn’t get any clear answer. Later I
found Rocoto plants at Kings Plant
Barn in St Lukes, as well as in other
places like Nosh, Farro etc.

Tell us about the recipe of your
product.
It is 100% handcraft – natural, no
preservatives or other nasty stuff to
preserve things for longer time. We
come for the Amazon jungle. Where
we cook mostly with charcoal and
food taste much better and more
natural. I’ve been making this sauce
since last ten years, when I finally
found the chillies in NZ. So
everything is home-made – 100
organic chillies. Lemons and limes

comes from the same supplier who
supplies to Farro and other places
like Cigale.
Our ingredients are lime, lemon,
vinegar, water, garlic, Rocoto chillies,
salt and pepper, and some love.

How was your experience in the
last Peruvian night market?
It was amazing. People were so
curious about this new cuisine. It was
our first time selling in this kind of
night market as I normally sell my
Peruvian food at day time. So it was
so cool seeing people supporting us
100 percent. There were Peruvians,
Latin-Americans, Pacific Islanders,
Maori, Indians, as well as Europeans.
Many cultures have descended upon
Peru and our cuisine reflects this
with Inca, Chinese, Japanese,
Spanish, Italian influences.

Does your company help the
community where it is located?
My Company is very small but in the
future of course I’ll love to able to
help my community. I’ve participated
at the St Marist Multicultural Day
and donated 60 percent of my
earnings to the Catholic Church I
belong to. We always try to help
others in our Peruvian culture.

What is the commitment of
Rocoto in the multicultural
culture of New Zealand?
To be able to grow as a Latino
company and participate in many
multicultural events as we can; and
support others Latin people who are
unsure to start from scratch like me.
I would love to help my Latino
community specially Peruvians.

You can find Rocoto New Zealand at
https://www.facebook.com/Rocoto-

New-Zealand

Latin Power - bringing Latino

parties to New Zealand

Multicultural Times’ Katherine
Tomaylla talks briefly to Mariano
Tonelli and Marcelo Eichelberge
(from Sudaka), and Marcos Augusto
Rivero (from The Latin Club), who
are joining hands to launch Latin
Power next year. What’s that? Read
on.

Marcos, How you started in New
Zealand?
I came from Venezuela six years ago,
and only spoke Spanish. So I started
from scratch, working as security,
dishwasher, bartender, chef and what
not. Then I studied for human
resources post graduation in the
Auckland University.
While studying, I also worked as
security agent with a group of venues
in Britomart. I worked hard and
became the operation manager. I was
in charge of the security team. After
this I worked as operation manager
in a bigger company, where I
managed 28 bars and parties. In this
way I started to do parties in venues
because I had a contract with them.
The main reason to do parties was
because I was missing my culture. I
was thinking what can I do to bring
the latino parties to New Zealand?
And in this way we started the Latin
Club. When I was doing these parties
I heard about Sudaka. I always was
fan of this kind of parties (organized
by Mariano and Marcelo).
I contacted them and we decided to
have a stronger alliance to create a
bigger Latino party. Now we work
with a wonderful and organized team
and everybody knows what to do. We
are a loyalty family, an entity; we are
friends. And we are growing fast.

Our strengths is networking and
digital marketing.
Now we have envisaged a big project
for next year, named Latin Power.

What is your main goal within the
Latino community?
Mariano: We are very interested to
create a community. That’s why we
created and organised Latino parties
like the Independence day of
Venezuela, Argentina, México, Perú,
etc.
Doesn't matter wherever you come.
If you are from Latin America, you
come to our parties and you will have
a great time. We also want to share
our culture with other communities,
and our parties are a big help in that.
We welcome everyone – all
communities – to experience Latin
Power parties once.
We have two different products. The
Latin Power, which is big parties and
festivals. And The Latin Club, which
are smaller parties in different
venues.
Marcos: I work as recruiter and all
that networking helps us give work
to Latinos and help them to integrate
in New Zealand.
Marcelo: Our first party The first
party in Sudaka began as a new year
party for the football team, as I
manage a football team as well. We
got together to play football and
socialize in a park, and people loved
it. It was a great success. With this
we realized that there was a high
demand for Latino social events. And
now we can say that we are the
largest producers of Latino events in
Auckland. Now, our goal is to expand
to Christchurch.
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Are you legally trained in Commonwealth
countries or talented in client support skills?
Do you want to work in a legal firm that offers
flexible working hours and balanced lifestyle?
Are you multi-lingual or culturally sensitive and
able to serve clients from diverse
backgrounds?
Do you aspire to work with award winning
legal team and grow professionally in New
Zealand?

We are hiring for the following roles and we
are happy to accommodate the right
candidates for part-time or flexible work
arrangements:

• Lawyers with a passion in civil and family
litigation work
• Legal researcher with proven track record
• Legal consultant with Asian jurisdiction
backgrounds
• Legal secretary with language or diverse
cultural
background

• Legal translator with Chinese, Cantonese or
Japanese
language abilities

Email your application to
hr@prestigelawyers.co.nz

About the role:

The Operational Risk area within Consumer, Bank and
Wealth is a growing and exciting area within banking.
This role is right at the forefront of Westpac’s consumer
activity, and enables you to get great exposure through

consumer banking, marketing, the operational wealth business.

You will be responsible for assisting management to deliver better business outcomes through the
provision of pro-active risk insight, advice and solutions. You will be providing continuous and aligned
assurance and control design assistance by working with management to ensure that risks are
proactively identified and managed.

You’ll proactively influence business ownership of operational risk, advocating heightened operational
risk and compliance awareness and maturity by enabling an open, transparent culture, integrating
risk and compliance matters into standard business practices and management routines. Embedding
Operational Risk & Compliance frameworks assist in conducting risk, obligation and control
assessments, co-ordinating governance and reporting requirements. Evaluate and record incidents
and support risk owner’s remedial actions, including audit issues.

We are looking for a proactive, seasoned risk practitioners with a few battle scars. A crisp thinker,
clear communicator who can juggle multiple balls and spin many plates at the same time.

What you’ll need to succeed:
• Relevant tertiary qualification (preferred)
• Comprehensive understanding of Basel Operational Risk standards (preferred)
• Understanding New Zealand and Australian Operational Risk and Compliance Risk Regulators and
their requirements (eg APRA standards and RBNZ CoRs) (preferred)
• 5+ year experience within the Financial Services Industry (essential)
• Fantastic stakeholder engagement skills (essential)

Why Westpac?
Westpac aims to be the leading financial services company in New Zealand and we are looking for
people who have the drive and commitment to come on the journey with us.

We’re passionate about people and take pride in delivering great experiences that our customers love.
We are committed to building teams that reflect the diversity in our communities. From day one, we’ll
invest in your growth and empower you to take ownership of your development. You can also enrol in
our industry-leading superannuation programme and fantastic staff banking package.

Let’s go!
Apply today with your CV and cover letter. If you have any questions please email
amanda.sextus@westpac.co.nz

Operational Risk and Compliance Manager

Multiple full time roles available

Based in Auckland, Wellington or Christchurch
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